SUPERSCRIPT
Superscript is a script library designed to add commonly used
scripted features to rolling stock in Trainz without the need to
actually write any script. The library has been written using
TRS2004 but some features take additional advantage of
enhancements which are available in TRS2006 and some
aspects will also work with assets running under 2004, which
were built for earlier versions of Trainz.
Although scripting knowledge is not required you will of course
need the skills to produce the textures, meshes and animations
that are required. And you will need to be confident and careful
in the use of a text editor to produce and edit configuration
files.
As far as is reasonably possible the library protects you from
crashing the system by refusing to run script code on meshes
or helpers that don’t exist or are incorrectly configured. I can’t
guarantee to have foreseen every possible error though so I
must issue the usual warnings about backing up and the usual
disclaimer against any mishaps.
The script code that does the work is contained in a single
library file which must be included in your Trainz installation.
Each asset which uses the library needs a standard stub script
in its own asset folder. This stub script need not be edited in
any way but if you want to add additional capacity to your asset
it is possible to extend the stub to achieve this, either directly or
by referencing other libraries.

TERMS OF USE
Items are free for personal use and may be included in assets
made available via the Download Station. Scripts (other than
the library script Superscript.gse), textures and other
components may be re-used provided the source is
acknowledged and derived components do not use any form of
encryption.
Commercial terms are subject to negotiation and will include
the following:
1 Any variant of any object made available commercially must
also be available free of charge from the DLS.
2 A royalty will be required, payable to charity, on each sale.
Such royalty would be nominal in the case of products
expected only to cover costs of production and incidentals
but significant in the case of products produced for profit.
3 The consent of the copyright holders of any item or texture
included within the object as available at the date of
agreement will also be required unless their consent has
been previously delegated to myself.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS & SOURCE
The script library uses algorithms and coding techniques
originated by others too numerous to mention. Although I have

not used anyone else’s code I have used their ideas. Any
mistakes however, are my own.
The library is distributed in encrypted form primarily because
TRS is lax in checking script libraries during loading. A
misplaced quotation mark is perfectly capable of crashing the
game system to desktop. The source code is available on
request to anyone with a good reason for wanting it.

SAMPLE ASSETS
My recently updated AEC Railcars use the script to implement
all of these features except alpha numbers, submesh
replacement and destination signs. Most of the config
examples are taken from here.
I have some London Underground D Stock under way which
uses changeable destination signs, I can supply a beta version
on request.

GETTING STARTED
Install the script library <kuid:122285:508>, there is only one
non built-in dependency, an icon <kuid:122285:4089>. Locate
the downloaded folder and open it in Explorer.
Copy the stub script Superstub.gs from the library’s folder into
your vehicle directory, then open config.txt for the asset and
add the following tags:
script
class

Superstub
Superstub

kuid-table {
codelib
0
}

<kuid:122285:508>
<kuid:122285:4089>

extensions {
debug-122285

1

}

If you already have kuid-table and extensions tables just add
the sub tags within the existing tables.
Run TRS, place the vehicle, the library script will now be
running on the newly placed vehicle. Open the Trains tab and
select the question mark in the bottom right hand corner. Then
click on the newly placed vehicle. This will bring up the Object
Property browser.
The script library provides a standardised, context sensitive
HTML interface with collapsible sections which can be opened
or closed by pressing the [+] or [-] buttons to the left of the
headings.
You should have these options available.
• Debug/Miscellaneous

Assuming that your vehicle has animated doors you will
have access to test them. Click on the icons to open and
close the doors. If you can operate the doors correctly using
the buttons Trainz will also be able to control them at
passenger enabled stations. When you close the Property
Editor the doors will revert to game or script control,
ordinarily this means that they will close. If your vehicle
doesn’t have opening doors you may not have a Debug
section at all. This will appear as soon as there is something
to test.
• Default Configuration
You will have access to the running number, route priority
and any passenger queues.
• Options
You will be able to toggle the lighting mode between Day
and Night and Night Only. This is a global setting which is
always present and which applies to all vehicles controlled
by the library.
• Help
You will have a Help section which you can configure for
your own assets, more on this later.
Depending on the feature you are enabling you will need to
provide meshes, with or without animations and you will need
attachment points in your model. Creating these is beyond the
scope of this document but as soon as the required sections
are added to the model and to its config.txt you will be able to
test them via the Object Property browser. Once you can
operate them from the browser the script library will also be
able to control them in game.
In the case of texture replacement an additional texture-group
asset will be required. Creating this is covered in the
appropriate sections.
Once you have completed configuration you should change the
value of the tag ‘debug-122285’ in the extensions table from 1
to 0 (or delete it altogether)
You are now ready to start adding meshes and effects to
enable the various features. We will start with the easy ones
and work up from there.

TELLING FRONT FROM BACK
If your car is symmetrical it will be difficult to tell front from back.
To help you with debugging you can copy the two files front.im
and front.texture into the asset folder and add the red section
below to your mesh-table.
mesh-table {
default {
mesh

meshname.im

auto-create
}
front {
mesh
att
auto-create
}

1

front.im
a.limfront
0

}
Once you’ve done this the front of the vehicle will be marked
with a big red F when you use the appropriate sections in the
Property Editor. It will also help you with left and right and
should disappear when you close the Editor. This is not just a
debugging aid, it will also be available in the published model to
help your users to know where the front of the vehicle is.
If you close by using the cross icon in the top left hand corner
the F will not go away (this is a TRS ‘feature’) Don’t panic it will
be hidden when you go to Driver or close and reload the map.
The config.txt examples that follow will only show the section
that we are dealing with for the feature being discussed.

TRAIN HEADING IN DRIVER MODE
Adding this tag to the extensions table in config.txt of a vehicle
or locomotive will enable an additional option in View Details
(accessed by right clicking on the vehicle in Driver)
extensions {
heading-122285
}

1

Selecting the ‘Train Heading’ link will reverse the forward
direction for the whole train without physically turning the
vehicles around. For this reason it is best suited to multiple unit
trains with a cab at either end.
Drivers, lights and wipers will update to match (there may be a
short delay) and the throttle direction will swap. If the camera
is focused on the train at the time the command is given the
Camera will also rotate by 180 degrees, so its probably best to
use it in roaming view.
The words ‘Normal’ and ‘Reversed’ have no meaning to TRS.
They are used to provide feedback that the command has been
operated since links in browsers can be a little temperamental.

MARKER LIGHT CORONAS
The script will light up marker lights at the front and rear of the
train depending on its current heading. Lights will not be lit on
trains which do not have a locomotive. There is a global
setting, accessed via the Options menu, which controls
whether the lights are on at night only or for twenty four hours.
This setting affects all vehicles controlled by the script.
Marker lights just need helper points and effect tags. The
simplest possible mesh-table in your asset is going to look
something like this:

mesh-table {
default {
mesh
auto-create
}
}

meshname.im
1

To enable a front headlight you need to add the following
section highlighted in red.
mesh-table {
default {
mesh
auto-create
effects {
headlight-0 {
kind
att
texture-kuid
object-size
}
}
}
}

meshname.im
1

corona
a.helper01
<kuid:-3:10111>
0.1

The effect name headlight-0 is essential, the suffix –0 signifies
that this corona is at the front of the car. The name of the
attachment point is up to you but it should be included within
the default mesh and the usual rules about orientation of the
helper point apply, the texture kuid and size are whatever you
want and can be different for each lamp.
Launch TRS. Don’t worry about whether the light is on or off
but make sure the front of the car is visible and go into the
Property Editor. Select Debug/Front Attachments/Headlight. If
you can turn the light on and off with the appropriate buttons
the corona is correctly installed. Close the property editor and
the light will be under script control.
Repeat the process for the other three marker lights: headlight1 at the rear of vehicle, taillight-0 at the front and taillight-1 at
the rear. You don’t need to supply all of the lights if your
vehicle doesn’t require them.
For good housekeeping the corona textures and any other
dependent asset you use should be added to the kuid table.
(Revised <kuid2:122285:508:3) This feature has been
expanded to allow for an unlimited number of head and/or
taillamps. Lamps at the front should have even serial numbers
with odd numbers at the rear. The script will search for
headlight-0, headlight-2, headlight-4 etc and will stop once any
particular serial isn’t found. The same will apply at the rear for
headlight-1, headlight-3, headlight-5 etc.

DRIVERS
The script will place a driver mesh at the head of the train as
appropriate.
Drivers are implemented as submeshes in the main asset
folder. You need to provide the meshes and reference them
like this:
mesh-table {
default {
mesh
auto-create
}
driver-0 {
mesh
att
auto-create
}
driver-1 {
mesh
att
auto-create
}
}

meshname.im
1

driver.im
a.driverfront
1

driver.im
a.driverback
1

Driver-0 is at the front of the car, Driver-1 is at the rear,
provide either or both as required. The tag names are
essential, the names of the mesh files and the attachment
points are whatever you want them to be. I’ve referenced the
same mesh twice but you can have two different meshes if
you wish.
You can check the installation using Debug/Front
Attachments/Driver and Debug/Rear Attachments/Driver in
the same way that you did for the light effects.

WINDSCREEN WIPERS
Wipers are implemented as animated submeshes in the main
asset folder. The script will turn them on or off whenever it
starts or stops raining or snowing. There may be a delay
since the weather is only checked at intervals.
You need to provide the meshes and animations and
reference them like this:
mesh-table {
default {
mesh
auto-create
}
leftwiper-0 {
mesh
anim
animation-loop-speed
auto-create
att
}

meshname.im
1

leftwiper.im
leftwiper.kin
1.0
1
a.leftwiper01

rightwiper-0 {
mesh
anim
animation-loop-speed
auto-create
att
}

rightwiper.im
rightwiper.kin
1.0
1
a.rightwiper01

}
Leftwiper-0 and rightwiper-0 are at the front of the car,
Leftwiper-1 and rightwiper-1 are at the rear, provide as
required. There are two animations to allow for split screen
angled windscreens, if you only need one use leftwiper
(rightwiper on its own will not work).
The tag names are essential, the names of the mesh files,
animations and attachment points are whatever you want them
to be.
The animations must be a continuous loop. Number of frames,
speed and so on will be to suit your installation. Frame 0
should be the parked position. You can use the debug screen
to check the installation.
At present the wipers will jump back to their start position if they
are turned off in mid cycle. The scripting required to have them
‘park’ in TRS2004 is rather ‘over the top’. This is subject to
review if and when I find a sensible way of overcoming this
hurdle.

ANIMATED CORRIDOR CONNECTIONS
The script will extend any animated corridor connectors when
coupling to appropriate vehicles and retract them when
decoupling. Appropriate vehicles are any other vehicles
running the same script or any other vehicles equipped with a
special tag in config.txt.
Where automatic connections are not possible (when the
vehicle being coupled to is not tagged) the corridors can be
manually controlled via the Object Property interface in
Surveyor or via View Details in Driver.
There are two aspects to consider:
1. PROVIDING INFORMATION FOR ADJACENT VEHICLES
Should an adjacent carriage animate its corridors when
coupling? As well as vehicles controlled by the library this
applies to any other vehicle to which the scripted vehicle might
couple. Two tags are recognised for this purpose, they should
be included in the extensions table.
extensions {
corridor-0-122285
corridor-1-122285
}

1
1

You CAN add these tags to ANY vehicle or locomotive. You
MUST add these tags to any vehicle or locomotive with the

script installed and corridors enabled. As before the suffix –0
means front and –1 means rear.
The tag corridor-0-122285 (when translated into English)
means: In the event of any vehicle with an animated corridor
connecting to my front end it should extend its corridor on the
end which is doing the coupling.
As well as looking after the animations themselves the library
must also look at the config of the adjacent vehicles to
establish whether or not the animation should be run, these
are the tags that the script will look for.
If either of these tags are not present they will default to zero
meaning that the corridors of any vehicle being coupled will
NOT extend. Front and back must be the right way round.
The advantage of this is of course that if you are running a
limited range of coaching stock then simply adding these tags
to your other, non animated or non scripted models, will bring
them in to the automated system. If you don’t do this you will
still be able to set the animations manually.
2. ENABLING CORRIDOR ANIMATIONS
Corridors are implemented as a submesh within the asset
folder in a very similar way to Auran’s passenger door setup.
mesh-table {
default {
mesh
auto-create
}
corridor-0 {
mesh
anim
auto-create
att
}
corridor-1 {
mesh
Anim
auto-create
att
}
}

meshname.im
1

corridor.im
corridor.kin
1
a.corridor01

corridor.im
corridor.kin
1
a.corridor02

You will notice that I’ve used the same mesh and animation
twice. In fact both of my attachment points in this example are
at 0,0,0 but have their Y axis pointing in opposite directions.
This makes it easy to model and animate whilst the corridor is
correctly located relative to the vehicle. It is also possible to set
them up on a.limfront and a.limback which would make it
theoretically possible to add suitable animated meshes to
existing unscripted stock. This would of course depend on the
attachment points being correctly located and rotated.
Either corridor may be omitted. Frame zero should show the
animation fully retracted, and the last frame should be fully
extended. The mesh tag names are essential, everything else
is up to you.

Debug to check that everything is in the right place and the
right way round.

MONITOR THREADS
All of the preceding features require a monitor thread. This is
implemented automatically by the script when required and is
called at frequent intervals when the tag debug-122285 is
present in config.txt. Once you have finished setting everything
up this tag should be deleted and the monitor thread will check
game status less frequently. This will mean that there will
sometimes be a few seconds delay between decoupling, for
instance, and the corresponding animations.
The script does not rely on Vehicle, Decoupled messages
although it will respect them if they are sent. This means that
everything will work in TRS2006.
The remaining features do not need a separate thread and the
monitor() function will not be implemented unless other features
are in use.

SKIN SWAPPING
The script will offer an HTML dialogue to allow user defined
liveries to be selected.
There will be an option to set the default livery for the current
session overriding the default set in the texture group asset.
There will be an option to set the livery of the current vehicle
and, if the creator has defined it, an option to choose between
clean and weathered versions of the same skin.
Lastly there will be an option to apply the livery of the current
vehicle (including weathering) to ALL of the vehicles in the
current train. This will work with any vehicle running the script
which has a livery with the same name, even if that vehicle is
actually using a different texture-group asset.
Subject to correct configuration, changing the livery can include
changing fonts on textured running numbers or disabling
certain parts of the texture (such as logos) for different livery
variations.
Implementing texture swapping needs a lot of typing and very
careful coordination between the assets involved. Luckily TRS
doesn’t usually crash if you get the tables wrong but you can
get some weird effects.
THE TEXTURE-GROUP ASSET
Read up on texture groups in the CCG. It is beyond the scope
of this document to teach you how to use them. The key
feature of these assets is that they can be used as a repository
for a wide range of textures which can then be shared between
different assets. There are no restrictions on type or size and
textures for different purposes may be freely added to the mix.

The textures table which is a mandatory part of config.txt is a
straightforward index into the names of the texture.txt files
included in the asset directory. For our purposes this will look
something like this:
textures {
0
blank.texture
1
GWR.texture
2
GWR Weathered.texture
3
BR.texture
4
BR Weathered.texture
5
Black Roof.texture
6
White Roof.texture
7
Logo.texture
}
Each texture.txt file will contain the name of the texture (or
textures if you use a separate alpha) needed to render the
corresponding mesh. You must also supply the image files
themselves of course.
Texture ‘0’ (blank.texture) should be a small tga with a totally
transparent alpha map. It is used whenever something like a
crest or logo is not required for a particular skin. You can copy
it from some of my recent uploads.
To make it easier for the script to find the correct texture there
must also be an extensions table like this:
extensions {
default-122285
1
operators-122285 {
0 {
operator
“”
}
1 {
operator
GWR
livery
1
weathered
2
roof
6
logo
7
}
2 {
operator
BR
livery
3
weathered
4
roof
5
logo
0
}
}
}
Default-122285 defines the livery which will be applied as a
default. This can be overridden in the Property Editor but if it is
NOT present and NOT entered in the Editor the texture will be
chosen at random. This will include trains generated by portals
and may or may not be what you want.
Operators-122285 is a user supplied table which specifies the
name of the Operator and the various textures to be called up
for the various mesh effects when that livery is selected. These

tags will also be user defined and will correspond with the
names of the mesh effects in the asset. The operator tags will
be formatted into a list from which the user will be asked to
select.
Notice the reference logo 0 in the third group. This references
blank.texture and will have the effect of turning off the logo
texture for that particular livery.
The blank first group is essential. Without it you will not be able
to delete a selection in the property editor.
THE VEHICLE ASSET
In config,txt of the vehicle using this texture group the following
tags will be needed in the extensions table.
extensions {
weathered-122285 1
textures-122285 {
livery
default,
left-passenger-door,
right-passenger-door
crest
default
roof
default
}
}
Weathered-122285 is optional. If present the interface will
provide a switch allowing the user to choose between clean
and weathered version of the same skin. If you don’t
implement this you don’t need the weathered tags in the texture
group extensions table.
Textures-122285 lists the names of the textures you are going
to use together with a comma separated list (no spaces) of all
the submeshes in which they appear. These must correspond
with the texture-replacement effects in the mesh table. You
can define as many tags as you want.
Here are the corresponding edits to the mesh table:
mesh-table {
default {
mesh
auto-create
effects {
livery-0 {
kind
texture
}
crest-0 {
kind
texture
}
roof-0 {
kind
texture
}
}
}

meshname.im
1

texture-replacement
"aec.texture"

texture-replacement
“crest.texture”

texture-replacement
"roof.texture"

left-passenger-door {
mesh
meshname.im
auto-create
1
effects {
livery-1 {
kind
texture-replacement
texture
"aec.texture"
}
}
}
right-passenger-door {
mesh
meshname.im
auto-create
1
effects {
livery-2 {
kind
texture-replacement
texture
"aec.texture"
}
}
}
}
Notice that the texture-replacement effects are serialised to
match the order of the meshes given in the extensions table.
This is essential for correct operation. In the examples above
aec.texture, crest.texture and roof.texture are the names of the
mesh textures that you are going to be swapping.
The original of these textures must be kept in the asset folder
but if you have done everything correctly it will never be seen in
the game. I generally reduce it to a 16 x 16 texture and make it
a colour negative of itself. That way you can see immediately if
something isn’t working.
This is all less complicated than it looks but it is tedious and
you do have to get it right. Once you have done it a couple of
times it will become second nature.
There is no separate debug screen for checking textures but
you can use the livery section to test everything out once you
have created all the assets and tables required.

SUBMESH ATTACHMENTS
This enables you to define a list of one or more optional mesh
attachments and to make them visible or not via the Property
Editor. The function works in Surveyor only and can be
accessed in the Options panel.
To enable the feature you need to provide the sub meshes and
create an index within the extensions table:
extensions {
submeshes-122285
0
nameboard1
nameboard2
}

{
""
"Golden Arrow"
"Cathedrals"

}
The entry 0 with the quoted blank string is required.
Nameboard1 and nameboard2 are the names of the meshes
that you will add to the mesh table (see below) and Golden
Arrow and Cathedrals are the descriptions you will be able to
select from in the property list.
mesh-table {
nameboard1 {
mesh
att
auto-create
}
nameboard2 {
mesh
att
auto-create
}
}

arrow.im
a.point1
1

cathedrals.im
a.point2
0

Other than the mesh names the entries are for you to select. If
you want one of these meshes to be present when the vehicle
is first placed use ‘auto-create 1’ in that mesh. Use ‘autocreate 0’ in every other mesh definition (only the first one will
be recognised anyway). In the example above nameboard1
‘Golden Arrow’ will be displayed by default when the vehicle is
first placed.
There is no separate debug screen, use Options/Sub Meshes
instead.
Texture replacement can be used on these submeshes in
which case their config.txt and mesh-table entries might look
like this.
extensions {
submeshes-122285 {
0
""
nameboard1
"Golden Arrow"
nameboard2
"Cathedrals"
}
textures-122285 {
arrow
nameboard1
cathedrals
nameboard2
}
}

mesh-table {
nameboard1 {
mesh
att
auto-create
effects {
arrow-0 {
kind
texture
}
}
}

arrow.im
a.point1
1

texture-replacement
arrow.texture

nameboard2 {
mesh
att
auto-create
effects {
cathedrals-0
kind
texture
}
}
}

cathedrals.im
a.point2
0
{
texture-replacement
cathedrals.texture

}

AUTOMATIC RUNNING NUMBERS
There are two alternative methods of support for fleet
numbering: by texture replacement and by way of the built-in
alpha numbering system. Both methods will randomly assign a
running number from a user defined list. Numbering will be
unique as long as a previously unused number is available for
the same asset, at which point existing numbers will be
randomly re-used.
In both cases you need to choose your running numbers with a
little care. Where numbers change for different skins, common
in the transition between the Big Four and British Railways in
the UK, there isn’t a simple way for the script to check both
variants when trying to select a unique fleet number.
The script will always allocate a number even if there are no
further unique numbers available.
NUMBERING USING TEXTURE REPLACEMENT
The first method uses texture-replacement and is the more
flexible since it also allows a change in font if this is required by
a change in the vehicle’s livery. The drawback is that texture
files must be prepared for every font variation of every number
to be used.
Numbers are taken from the numbers-122285 tag entered in
the vehicles config.txt. The number list should be comma
separated and there must be no spaces. Numbers may include
a hyphen to represent a continuous range but if you do this you
must only use numeric values in the list.
The following for instance would be used to define the list
19,20,21,22,23,24,33.
extensions {
numbers-122285
}

"19-24,33"

Next you need to define the texture replacement effect in the
same way that you did for skin swapping. The same rules
apply, if you have numbers in more than one mesh you list
them here and serialise the texture-replacement effects to
match.
extensions {

numbers-122285
textures-122285 {
number
}

"19-24,33"
default

}
It appears to be necessary to wrap the number entry in double
quotes for Trainscript to interpret it correctly.
Add the texture-replacement effects to the appropriate mesh
definitions in the mesh-table. If you only have one it should be
named number-0. If you have more they should be serialised.
mesh-table {
default {
mesh
auto-create
effects {
number-0 {
kind
texture
}
}
}
}

meshname.im
1

texture-replacement
number-number.texture

Now open up config.txt for the texture-group asset and edit the
extensions/operators-122285 table as follows:
extensions {
operators-122285 {
0 {
operator
}
1 {
operator
numberprefix
livery
}
2 {
operator
numberprefix
livery
}
}
}

“”

“GWR 1930”
“GW-“
3

“BR Green”
“BR-“
4

When the vehicle’s running number is selected the script will
concatenate the numberprefix value and the running number to
determine which file to use for the current livery. If there is no
matching texture you won’t see the number although the
vehicle’s running number will still be set to that value.
In the above example if the livery is “GWR 1930” and the
number is “22” the script will look for “GW-22.texture” and, if it
finds the file, it will be used to render the mesh. If the livery is
later changed to BR Green the number file will also be
swapped to keep the font up to date. If you don’t have a
change of font you can use the same numberprefix throughout
but you must not omit the numberprefix tag and it should not be
an empty string.

Lastly you need to create the image and texture files for all of
the variations and add them to the textures table.
textures {
0
blank.texture
1
GWR.texture
2
GWR Weathered.texture
3
BR.texture
4
BR Weathered.texture
5
Black Roof.texture
6
White Roof.texture
7
Logo.texture
8
GW-19.texture
9
GW-20.texture
10 BR-19.texture
11 BR-20.texture
}
Once installed you can use Property Editor/ Debug/ Running
Number to check your configuration. You will need to get
close up on the numbers before you open the editor.
In game the textures will be selected by the script when the
vehicle is first created and will be saved with the session. You
can override the script selection using Default Configuration/
Set Running Number.
The images you are using can of course be anything you want.
If you were modelling Flying Scotsman in LNER and BR skins
you might use two textures selected by the numberprefix tag.
These would be LNER-4472.texture and BR-64472.texture
The first would contain the number 4472 and the second the
number 64472 in the appropriate fonts. You might also add the
nameplate within the same texture but mapped to a different
plane in the mesh.

NUMBERING USING ALPHA NUMBERS
To enable random numbers using the built in alpha numbering
system you first need to create the alpha numbers in the usual
way (beyond the scope of this document) and then add the tag
alphanumbers-122285 to the vehicle’s config.txt. The list is
built as described above.
extensions {
alphanumbers-122285
}

"19-24,33"

The script makes the selection and sets the vehicle running
number. The rest of the operation is done by native code. You
can use the debug option to page through alphanumbering as
well as texture based numbering.
This method does not require any entries in the mesh table and
it is therefore possible to apply it to assets created for earlier
versions of Trainz and for assets without mesh tables.

DESTINATION SIGNS
(Not implemented prior to <kuid2:122285:508:3>)
This feature implements destination signboards as texturereplacements and is designed to provide asset support for
Peter Dehnert’s DestSignTable rule and Change Destination
Sign driver command.
Options are provided in the Property Interface to select a
destination sign from a list in the texture-group asset. The
same list can be read by Peter’s DestSignTable rule which will
add the destinations to a table for use by the
ChangeDestinationSign driver command.
Both ChangeDestinationSign and the Surveyor based
destination selector will apply the new sign to the entire train
and not just to the current asset.

NOTE:
In accordance with Auran’s CCG
recommendations config file tags and
messages include the suffix -122285 in
order to ensure that they are unique.
Except in the special case of destination
board texture groups this suffix should
NOT be changed to your own user ID.
In most cases doing so would prevent
the script from working at all and would
always prevent interoperability with
other Superscript controlled vehicles.

If you already have a texture-group asset the textures for the
signs can be included in the same asset as your skins provided
that they comply with the conventions noted below:
Note: Even if you are using destination signs without using
other forms of texture replacement Superscript still requires the
texture group to be referenced as ‘liveries’ in the traincar
config.
kuid-table {
liveries
<kuid:1234:5678>
}
THE TEXTURE GROUP ASSET
Add your destination signs to the textures table. They should
be placed immediately after blank.texture and before any skins.
textures {
0
blank.texture
1
London.texture
2
Birmingham.texture
3
BR.texture
4
BR Weathered.texture
5
Black Roof.texture
6
White Roof.texture
7
Logo.texture
}
Add a new sub soup to the extensions table. This is where
both scripts will get their information from.
The ID number in destnames-12345 must correspond with the
asset ID for the texture-group (this is required by Peter’s
scripts) For example if the texture-group is <kuid:12345:678>
the destnames tag must be destnames-12345.
extensions {
default-122285
destnames-12345 {
0

1
“BLANK”

1
2

“LONDON”
“BIRMINGHAM”

}
operators-122285 {
0 {
operator
“”
}
1 {
operator
BR
livery
3
weathered
4
roof
5
logo
0
}
}
}
If you select ‘BLANK’ from the destination list (either in the
asset or in Peter’s rule the texture from the main mesh will be
displayed with no texture-replacement.
THE ROLLING STOCK ASSET
Make sure that you have one or more texture-replacement
effects with the name tag destination-n. You can specify as
many texture effects as you like but they must be serialised and
the first effect must be called destination-0.
extensions {
debug-122285
alphanumbers-122285
heading-122285
weathered-122285
textures-122285 {
livery
roof
destination
}
}

mesh-table {
default {
mesh
auto-create
effects {
destination-0 {
kind
texture
}
}
}
}

1
"7500-7539"
1
1
default
default
default

ddm.im
1

texture-replacement
"destination.texture"

There is a debug option to page through the signs in the
Debug/Miscellaneous section of the Property interface. You
can also use the Destinations tag in the Livery section to set up
a signboard. In game control can be exercised using Peter’s
driver command.

CUSTOMISED HELP
To allow for foreign language translations the help system is
implemented via the string table of the rolling stock asset.
There are default help strings built into the script code which
will be displayed unless or until they are overridden by the
creator.
The format for overriding the default help is simple:
string-table {
help0
“help
help1
“help
help2
"help
help3
“help
help4
“help
}

for
for
for
for
for

help”
debug”
default configuration”
livery”
options”

Help0 “help for help” will be displayed when all of the HTML
sections in the Property Editor are collapsed. You might use it
for ‘branding’ your assets or providing a description of the
asset.
The other sections will be displayed when the corresponding
HTML section is expanded. If there is no corresponding
section (because it hasn’t been implemented) that particular
help string will never be displayed. To start a new line use
‘<br>’ within the help string.
The system recognises two special cases:
1. help0

“-”

This will suppress help altogether for that section. (If the value
in the asset’s config.txt is missing or an empty string the
system will display the default built in string)
2. Help0

“IMG:imagefile.typ”

This will display the referenced image. 425 pixels is a
reasonable width which won’t normally need the user to
enlarge the editor, the height can be whatever you want
although the user may have to scroll to view the image. The
file can be jpg, bmp or tga (with alpha if you must)
The image must be present in the asset folder.
Whatever the options you have set for help the user can turn
the help off by clicking on the [-] icon on the Help section
header bar.

CUSTOMISING THE INTERFACE TEXT
All of the text strings used by the HTML interface are stored in
the library’s string-table in its config.txt. This is primarily to
allow for foreign language translation but it also provides a
mechanism for the creator to customise the interface.

Any of these strings can be copied to the string-table in the
config.txt file of your asset. This is an extract from the library
string table:
string-table {
help0
""
help1
""
help2
"RUNNING NUMBER: Run.....”
help3
"DEFAULT LIVERY: Selec.....”
help4
"CORRIDORS: Override aut....”
Sub_Meshes

"Sub Meshes: "

}
If you copy this to the config.txt of your asset and edit it to look
like this:
string-table {
help0
"IMG:myhelp0.jpg"
help1
"IMG:myhelp1.jpg"
help2
"IMG:myhelp2.jpg”
help3
"IMG:myhelp3.jpg”
help4
"IMG:myhelp4.jpg”
Sub_Meshes
"Body Style: "
}
Then the help system will use four user supplied jpeg images
(which must be in the ASSET folder) and will display the text
“Body Style: “ whenever the Submesh dialogue is displayed.
If you are using a translated version you should use ‘stringtable-fr’ or ‘string-table-de” in the usual way.

SCRIPTED BOGIES

(Added in version 6, March 2007)

Superscript now supports texture replacement on bogies and/or
mesh swapping of either the frame or axle components. Both
facilities can be used at the same time and in either case
animation is preserved.
The library requires that livery swapping has been enabled for
the traincar mesh and supports one bogie skin per livery (two if
the livery setup includes the clean/weathered option). There
are no limits on the number of mesh variations that can be
applied, (including variations in the position and number of
axles) although wheel diameter and the animdist value cannot
be changed.
In TRS bogies are separate assets and both the traincar and
bogie assets require some setup to enable the script to oversee
communication between them.

INITIAL SETUP
First make sure that you are using version 6 or later of the
Superscript library and that you are copying the asset stub
scripts from the version 6 library folder.

BOGIES
Copy the file Bogiestub.gs to the asset folder of your bogie and
add the following tags to each of your bogie’s config.txt files.
script
class

Bogiestub
Bogiestub

kuid-table {
codelib <kuid:122285:508>
0
<kuid:122285:4089>
}
Kuid 122285 508 is the Superscript library itself and kuid
122285 4089 is an icon which the library needs, adding it to the
kuid table will reduce the incidence of missing dependencies.
This initiates a very simple script call from the bogie which
announces its presence when the asset is initialised and makes
it possible for the traincar to find out which bogies are attached.

TRAINCARS
Assuming that your vehicle is already set up to use the
Superscript library the only thing you will need to do to add the
bogie capability is to add this tag to the traincar’s extensions
table:
extensions {
bogies-122285
}

2

The value of the bogies-122285 tag should be the total number
of bogies attached to the vehicle which are script enabled. If
you vehicle has three bogies and two of then have been
equipped with Bogiestub.gs then the number you should enter
is 2. This tag is crucial since there is no way that the scripted
bogies can be accurately detected unless their total count is
known. If you get this wrong you will get errors in operation
and you may get script exceptions.
At this point the traincar knows how many scripted bogies it
owns and a method of communication has been established by
the script. Now to make something happen…

BOGIE TEXTURE REPLACEMENT
To keep things as simple as possible texture replacement has
been implemented as an extension of the livery swapping
mechanism described earlier. So you must have this
implemented and working before you start.
There is no separate control panel for bogie textures, use the
livery options to test your implementation.
Working with the texture group asset which you have already
defined you will need to make these additions and
amendments. Copy all of the alternative bogie texture files and
their associated texture.txt files to the texture group and add
their definitions to the textures table.

textures {
0 "blank.texture"
1 "GWR Chocolate and Cream.texture"
2 "BR Green.texture"
3 “GWR bogie.texture”
4 “BR bogie.texture”
5 “BR-bogie-w.texture”
}
Now modify the extensions / operators table by adding a ‘bogie’
tag together with the index for the appropriate texture. If the
livery implements the ‘weathered’ option you can also add a
‘bogie-w’ tag pointing to a texture which should be used to
represent a dirty bogie.

extensions {
operators-122285
0 {
operator
}
1 {
operator
livery
bogie
}
2 {
operator
livery
weathered
bogie
bogie-w
}
}
}

{
""

"GWR 1930"
1
3

"GWR Wartime"
2
3
4
5

Moving to the mesh-table in the asset folder for the bogies add
a texture replacement effect for each of the sub-meshes to
which texture swapping should apply. The name of the effect
must be the same as the name of the parent submesh:
mesh-table {
default {
mesh
auto-create
effects {
default {
kind
texture
}
}
}
}

bogie.im
1

"texture-replacement"
"bogie.texture"

For texture replacement that is all you need to do. The bogie
textures will now be swapped by the script using the same
command set which is used to control the traincar liveries.

BOGIE MESH REPLACEMENT
Mesh replacement is a little more complicated. TRS uses two
standard animations for bogies. The first, which controls the
steering of the bogie relative to the track is completely
innaccessible outside native code and the second which
controls wheel rotation is user supplied but requires a fixed
name (anim.kin) and is not referenced in the mesh table.
To overcome this it is necessary to make the default mesh and
the animated axles effectively invisible and to provide additional
submeshes which are attached to the model origin (in which
case they will be ‘steered’ by the game) or to animated rotating
attachment points (in which case they will be steered and
rotated)

DEFAULT.IM and ANIM.KIN
The default mesh should contain any mesh items which will
never change (there must be at least one mesh item otherwise
you will not be able to export the model) together with a base
dummy, normally called b.r.main. For each position at which
there will be an axle in ANY mesh variation, you should place a
secondary dummy named b.r.axle1 (the name doesn’t matter
as far as the script is concerned). These should be placed at
the centre of rotation of the axle. At each axle location you
should also place a helper point named a.r.axle1/a.axle1. This
naming convention is important as it forces the helper points to
rotate along with the dummy to which they are linked.
Link the helper points to their respective dummies and link all of
the dummies, together with the mesh items to b.r.main.
Animate the secondary dummies ONLY with the normal
rotations and export the model, calling it default.im, and the
animation, calling it anim.kin.

FRAME SUB MESHES
The bogie frame variations should be created next. They
should include items which need to be steered but not rotated
and they can be exported under any name you choose. You
will need one frame submesh for every bogie variation. The
frame meshes should not be linked to anything.

AXLE SUB MESHES
Create an axle and wheelset submesh for each different type of
axle you require. These meshes should be drawn with the
centre of rotation of the axle at 0,0,0. Again they should not be
linked. Remember that you cannot change animdist so all
wheel diameters in the bogie should be the same.

BOGIE MESH-TABLE
Superscript relies on the naming of items in the mesh table to
find and to show or hide the various submeshes. You need to
use standard names and serialise them in the correct way. If
you do this the script will automatically find the meshes and
deal with them appropriately.

Note that if you are using two types of bogie on the same car
with a different number of variations the interface will allow the
higher number of options. Any bogie which doesn’t have
meshes for a specified variation will be totally invisible.
On the next page is a typical mesh table for a bogie which can
be switched between four and six wheels. The items in blue
show the names that the script uses to control the mesh.
Texture replacement can be applied to any submesh but has
been omitted from the axles in the example. Notice that the
wheels.im mesh is reused in all five possible axle locations.
Auto-create should be 1 for the first variation and 0 for all
subsequent options. The script will manipulate this as
necessary.

mesh-table {
default {
mesh
auto-create
}
frame-0 {
mesh
auto-create
effects {
frame-0 {
kind
texture
} } }
frame-1 {
mesh
auto-create
effects {
frame-1 {
kind
texture
} } }

bogie.im
1

fourwheelframe.im
1

"texture-replacement"
"bogie.texture"

“sixwheelframe.im”
1

"texture-replacement"
"bogie.texture"

axle0-0 {
mesh
att
att-parent
auto-create
}

wheels.im
a.wheel1
default
1

axle0-1 {
mesh
att
att-parent
auto-create
}

wheels.im
a.wheel2
default
1

axle1-0 {
mesh
att
att-parent
auto-create

wheels.im
a.wheel3
default
0

}
axle1-1 {
mesh
att
att-parent
auto-create
}

wheels.im
a.wheel4
default
0

axle1-2 {
mesh
att
att-parent
auto-create
}

wheels.im
a.wheel5
default
0

}

BOGIE IDENTIFICATION
By default different bogie configurations will be identified in the
property editor as ‘Type 1’, ‘Type 2’ etc. To customise this add
the following to the string-table of the Traincar asset:
string-table {
bogie0
"GWR 7' Standard Gauge"
bogie1
"GWR Broad Gauge"
}

EXTENDING BOGIE SCRIPTS
The traincar bogie IDs for the current session are stored in the
asset soup SSSoup in this format:
SSSoup {
bogies {
0 n ; bogieID of first bogie found
1 n ; bogieID of second bogie
}
}
This part of the soup is not saved to the session files. Bogie
IDs can change between sessions and are discovered afresh
each time a map is loaded. To add your own scripted actions
to bogie 0, an additional true/false animation representing
brakes for instance, you would access it like this:
Soup bogies = SSSoup.GetNamedSoup(“bogies”);
int bogieID = bogies.GetNamedTagAsInt(“0”);
MeshObject bogie =
cast<MeshObject>Router.GetGameObject(bogieID);
if (bogie) {
bogie.SetMeshAnimationState(“brakes”,true);
}

NIGHTMODE (Added in version 7, April 2007)
This facility was added to provide a detailed nightmesh
capability for my Pullman cars without the need for an
additional detailed night mesh. The same interior mesh is

effectively transferred from ‘day’ mode to ‘night’ mode at a pre
determined time in the evening and back in the morning. To
see the effect download one of my Pullmans.
The facility is controlled by tags in the library asset extensions
table:
extensions {
comment-auransunrise
comment-auransunset
sunrise-122285
sunset-122285
}

“06:00”
“16:48”
"06:00"
"18:00"

The comments are the times that Trainz activates and deactivates its night lighting (as closely as I can make out). You
can alter these but don’t amend sunrise to be later than 06:00
or sunset to be earlier than 16:48.
The traincar mesh table should include these mesh containers:
day {
mesh
auto-create
}
nightbase {
mesh
auto-create
}
night {
mesh
night-mesh-base
}

"interior.im"
1

"nightbase.im"
1

"interior.im"
"nightbase"

‘day’ and ‘night’ are the mesh names that the script looks for
and both should contain the mesh to be swapped. auto-create
1 is necessary in the day and nightbase meshes. There should
not be an auto-create tag in the night container.
Nightbase.im should normally be an invisible mesh, you can
use blank.tga from any of my texture group assets.
The facility is triggered when the asset mesh table contains a
mesh labelled ‘day’. At the appropriate times the ‘day’ mesh is
turned off and the ‘night’ mesh is turned on (indirectly by unhiding ‘nightbase’).

DOOR LIGHTS (Added in version 7, April)
The script can now handle coronas to be turned on when the
passenger doors open and off when they close.
To enable this provide the following in the default mesh:
mesh-table {
default {
mesh
auto-create
effects {
leftlight-0 {

"default.im"
1

kind
"corona"
att
"a.leftdoor01"
texture-kuid
<kuid:104722:100>
object-size
0.15
}
leftlight-1 {
kind
att
texture-kuid
object-size
}
rightlight-0 {
kind
att
texture-kuid
object-size
}

"corona"
"a.leftdoor02"
<kuid:104722:100>
0.1

"corona"
"a.rightdoor01"
<kuid:104722:100>
0.1

}
}
}
leftlight-n coronas will be turned on while the doors on the left
side of the car are open, righlight-n coronas for the doors on
the right. Define as many coronas as you like, making sure you
serialise them properly.
No tags are required but you must send animation events from
your passenger door animations. Your event files should be:
2 Generic_Event leftdoor
For the left-passenger-door mesh and
2 Generic_Event rightdoor
For the right.
You should make sure that you are using version 7 or later of
Superstub.gs, earlier versions don’t handle animation events.
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